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About This Game

Beat your friends in a joust while you try to keep your balance on top of your unicycle! Compete in the ridiculous jousting
tournament your mother never let you have. You can now practice your unicycle and lancing skills without fear of your video
becoming viral, or breaking any bones for that matter. All claims of unfair game are completely unfounded, all competition is

balanced and everyone must behave with good sportsmanship.

Unfair Jousting Fair is a 2D videogame about jousting, but with unicycles. Two players try to keep their balance on a unicycle
while they fight a medieval joust with unbalanced and random weapons.

Features:
• Quick clashes atop unicycles as you never imagined, with impossible controls

• Many characters and weapons that you can't choose
• Procedurally generated backgrounds that have no effect on the game

• Handcrafted 2D graphics
• Awesome soundtrack from Madcap
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unfair jousting fair. unfair jousting fair gratuit

I've not tried the game online yet. And at first I got an error message but I am now able to enter the multiplayer lobby, which is
promising.

But i'm mostly basing the review on the single player experience. It has nice graphics, a lot of options. There is an undo feature
now. Different boards. An excellent tutorial. I didn't actually know how to play backgammon but in less than an hour I knew
how to play due to it's great tutorial and friendly interface that works very well with a controller or mouse.

There is also a hotseat mode so all in all i'm very happy with this and if the online works for me i'll be upping this review from
good, to excellent.

I did have some problems running at full screen which i was able to fix by the way. I use windows 10, and setting the launcher
and game.exe files to windows7 compatiblity fixed that problem.
. I tried this and had to rol back my laptop. Nothing worked after it updated.. A great second installment with a few tiny rough
edges. Highly recommended. I backed this on KickStarter and would do it again for a third game. Great voice work, characters,
game premise and humor. I waited for the patches before starting so did not experience any glitches.. Zombies: 10/10
Multiplayer: Pay & Spray
Campaign: Train Go Boom

6/10 Would Pay $30 Max. short and fun game. The graphics are good, however the gameplay is not. The plot is extremely
stupid. Item usage is boring and repetitive (most of the time it's just "find a missing piece"), illogical and random. Also it
involves a lot (and I mean A LOT) of backtracking.
There are way better hidden object adventures than this one. Check "9 Clues" series.. This game is a completely illogical piece
of crap that wants you to do things it then wont allow you to actually do.
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I remember playing this game when i was a kid, getting in the main menu and listening to the gorgeous intro song is worth the
full price. Quite fun to create your own aircrafts and cars, it's great for being creative and it is also great to test it out on a public
game. I found it to be a very great game for a while, you get bored after some time but it's still worth it.. I finally can finish this
game after stop playing it at PS 2.
Storyline 8/10
Graphics 9/10
Gameplay 10/10. Completely unstable on Windows 10. Also it depends on Apple Quick Time and won't run without it. Crashes
before the first level ends due to some Quicktime bug. Not recommended, even if it was free.

. Everything I ever asked for in one game. Pure genius. Pure fun. Worth it.. I didn't exactly have the highest of hopes for this
FPS, but I figured I'd buy/play it anyway, because, you know, it's called Noob Squad. However, I will never get to know the true
horrors of this apparently dreadful game -- and neither will you, because it doesn't appear to be playable any longer. The server
seems to be offline and something tells me it's going to stay that way evermore.

So much for becoming part of the Noob Squad.

If I am wrong, and the game works for others, please reply and let me know. Maybe I truly am a n00b and just can't get the
game to work..
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